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	Discover how to use Rust to write fast, secure, and concurrent systems and applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create secure and blazingly fast programs in Rust
	
		Start working with Rust in a multicore and distributed environment
	
		Explore the core characteristics of Rust - safety, performance, and concurrency - to build error free and robust code



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is intended for software developers interested in systems level and application programming, and are looking for a quick entry into using Rust and understanding the core features of the framework. It is assumed that you have a basic understanding of Java, C#, Ruby, Python or JavaScript.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Set up your Rust environment for maximum productivity
	
		Bridge the performance gap between safe and unsafe languages with Rust
	
		Use pattern matching to create flexible code
	
		Apply generics and traits to develop widely applicable code
	
		Organize your code in modules and crates
	
		Build macros to extend Rust's capabilities and reach
	
		Apply threads to tackle problems concurrently and in distributed environments
	
		Interface with C and isolate unsafe code



	In Detail


	Starting by comparing Rust with other programming languages, this book will show you where and how to use Rust. It will discuss primitive types along with variables and their scope, binding and casting, simple functions, and ways to control execution flow in a program.


	Next, the book covers flexible arrays, vectors, tuples, enums, and structs. You will then generalize the code with higher-order functions and generics applying it to closures, iterators, consumers, and so on. Memory safety is ensured by the compiler by using references, pointers, boxes, reference counting, and atomic reference counting. You will learn how to build macros and crates and discover concurrency for multicore execution.


	By the end of this book, you will have successfully migrated to using Rust and will be able to use it as your main programming language.
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Windows Server 2003 Security : A Technical ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
This book is not designed with the Windows end user, advanced  or not, in mind. It is meant for the server administrator, network  administrator, security administrator, IT manager, technology specialist, or  other individual who must design, implement, troubleshoot, or configure the  security of Windows Server 2003 or the...
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Frommer's Florence and Tuscany Day by Day (Frommer's Day by Day - Pocket)Frommers, 2009
28 Self-guided Tours. 34 Maps. One Great Trip.

At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the best of everything—in the smartest, most time-efficient way.      

	The best of Florence & Tuscany in one, two, or three days 
	
    Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste...
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Advanced Engineering MathematicsAcademic Press, 2001

	Advanced Engineering Mathematics provides comprehensive and contemporary coverage of key mathematical ideas, techniques, and their widespread applications, for students majoring in engineering, computer science, mathematics and physics. Using a wide range of examples throughout the book, Jeffrey illustrates how to construct simple...
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Frommer's NYC Free & Dirt Cheap (Frommer's Free & Dirt Cheap)Frommers, 2012

	Frommer's NYC Free & Dirt Cheap

	
		Get accommodations for free using couch-surfing websites or enjoy dirt cheap stays at some unexpectedly posh hotels
	
		Delicious meals, plenty under $5, in all the major neighborhoods
	
		Free attractions, including museums with free hours
	...
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Buffett Beyond Value: Why Warren Buffett Looks to Growth and Management When InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A detailed look at how Warren Buffett really invests


	In this engaging new book, author Prem Jain extracts Warren Buffett's wisdom from his writings, Berkshire Hathaway financial statements, and his letters to shareholders and partners in his partnership firms-thousands of pages written over the last fifty years. Jain uncovers...
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The Product Manager's Desk ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	THE 2nd EDITION of THE PMDR is NOW AVAILABLE: Go to:  bit.ly/PMDR2

	If you loved the first edition of The Product Manager's Desk Reference - You'll want to get a copy of the 2nd edition.  The Product Manager's Desk Reference 2nd Edition greatly expands on the body of knowledge, with new tools,...
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